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(I)

In 2012,
ten years ago
I attended the international anarchist gathering, organ-
ised in St-Imier
in honour of the 140th anniversary of the Congress
eponymous
creation of the anti-authoritarian International
Bakunin, the opposition to Marx
all that
I was serving kefir and changing beer kegs 
Vegan comrades
were pouring dung
on the party's barbecue
Zen comrades
ensured security
which we renamed
serenity
to avoid swearing words
and spare sensitivities
Didactic comrades
were teaching us
techniques of resistance
(the cop in plainclothes was there,
taking notes)
American and Italian comrades
were singing Bella Ciao
behind Espace Noir

Folklore 
some good old tradition
with accordion and slogans

As if there was a tradition
As if a story 
had been written
in the ink of police files
and academic volumes
We had our songs
our banners
our archives

And as I was serving kefir
I couldn't help thinking

Is our history good enough for museums yet?

2012
I got drunk in St-Imier, bottle-fed with limestone, with 
zinc from the libertarian cooperative.
Narrow valleys.
Now it's about following the stream.
(I speak in the present)
From the Suze of childhood
to the mouth of the lake.
Dumping oneself
in a squat

Biel made the impression
(I speak in the past)
of a formidable swamp

Nebulas were swarming

Labiu  Chez les Voisins  AKW   Biotop   
Harry Bar  City Center La Fabrique   
Kubi  Schrottbar  Tripouze  Escargots noirs
X-Project
La Coupole

And all those liberated from space
fled
from house to house
from the wild into ateliers
filthy, squeaky enclosures
carried on carts

And all those I have forgotten
for they forget themselves
Black holes
Mouth of a sand worm
that swallows whole districts
and spits out
God knows what
God has no clue
(nor do the masters)
the parts of this history
that continue to be lost in oblivion
without a ripple or wave or overflow
The city has embarked upon
an umpteenth correction of the waters
drained the swamps
prevented the floods
eradicated malaria
calmed our fever
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It was the time 
Yet again
to empty the furniture, pack the bags, throw in the dump, 
move out
find an elsewhere

The sourcerers - The sorceresses
in search of a well
not dry yet
not price-tagged yet
unaffordable

Now we make art

Now
The closed Labiu 
after 15 years
The bricked-up windows
Sealed doors
We have laid out the formboards
like a quarantine zone 
(That malaria scum can still spread,
we still seem to think)
But what is it that has bitten us?

We should still enjoy the wells
of memory
Redeem our
memories
Gnawing on our cores

Now we are busy
model-making
we trim our bonsai trees
we make 
decorations
we furnish our interiors
with a tweezer
we build worlds
to be displayed behind 
glass cage

We have become scuba divers
in a cup of tea

And while I write for the 
vitrines
I can't help thinking

Is our history good enough for aquariums?

(I say “our” but I don't know if you like to say “we”
or if you prefer that we collectivise our “I” ’s)
let me correct

Is my story good enough for aquariums?

(II)

I remember the first atelier 
of Jeanne
in Labiu (still)

but nevermind the names
Her first atelier
where the smoke came out
of the stove
I remember these rooms that we rearranged
indefinitely
bedrooms - studios - storage rooms - sets
I remember the first readings - shows - concerts
in a cellar
the ultra local
radical locales
perhaps
creation - production - diffusion
in the same house
without moving an
inch
Yet still daring to go through
the door
as one must pass through those of a gallery 
or the museum

Aquariums
(in plural)
with their concealed
systems 
of pumps and valves

And here we touch upon Lou's work
on fountains
as "the flower
of a system"
"The history of its journey from the source
to the mascaron”
which fascinates her
As one must drink water
at the fountains
And that was indeed my question
to the artists
What radically refreshing 
sources
will we drink from?

We would well end up stagnating
in a closed-looped
circuit

So they tell me
where they dig their strengths
where they are drawn from

"For me it's not radical, it's
normal" (Jan)
Just the sources then
simply
The sources
The troughs
I remember
pastures
(these damn pastures that are brought up again and again)
the edges of the Vallon
where a cooperative is now nestled
and the little house
La Dépendance
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which hosts
The edges 
where the first collectivists of the area
used to associate

when they found themselves far from power
from factories and steeples
Edges like margins
that anarchists roamed
during their walks

History books perhaps too often forget the role of 
walks, of everything that is not strictly
biped
in the formation of a
political thought
The valleys that the members of the Federation of the 
mountains
descended
(or mounted)
passing through villages
where new arrivals were gathered
to feed the conversation
the cause chitchat

In spring we picked up daffodils.

One day I wrote
In the forest the father would turn himself anarchist
and that was true

Source 
past participle feminine of the verb sourdre 
The water that surges
the source of water
from the Latin surgere 
to emerge 

Where does this one emerge from?
Augustin tells me that he comes from Mervelier
lives and works in the house
where he was born
near the sources of the Scheulte
Radical sources
these are "words that suit him well
because he believes in “fluid forces”
in the channels of the spirit
in poetry, prophecies, incantations
in invisible flows
and anything that allows you to "mess around with 
limbos, but chill"

The cold Scheulte
which flows into the Birs
and passes through Delémont
down the SAS
where Laurent
learnt to get his shit together, organise meetings, discus-
sions, programme concerts, to federate, to do things by 
himself and get in trouble with politicians, and “book stuff 
just cause we dig it”
when the SAS was still a cellar
"A school of life”

A school in the cellar
(another one)

And if you go up the Birs you arrive in Moutier
and next to Moutier there is Vellerat
to my knowledge the only municipality in Switzerland
which in recent history
refused to pay taxes
and constituted itself as an autonomous municipality
issued its own passports
and invited all the separatists of Europe
The whole of Switzerland had to vote
for a commune of 67 inhabitants 
to join the canton of Jura
after 30 years of
insubordination
But this is another story
a mountain story
when history is the history of the plains
when the Birs flows into the Rhine
in Basel

Will we all take up a residency in the North Sea one day?

Yet it is in the East
on the Baltic coast
that originate the legends that Egle and Dorota 
disseminate
A history that doesn’t write itself
and which accompanies the serfdom of the land
of creatures’ stories
Kratt
who work for themselves
the slaves
once we seal the pacts 
as we sign the contracts
with patrons
to sell one's
labour force
when we don’t have to surrender
by force
(forced by the divine law as the land is subjected by 
human legislation)

Decidedly
Hydrology allows us new 
associations
Geology too
Castings of sediments
collected there -
a coastline in France
"an environment similar to the one where the limestone
- from here -
would have formed
millions of 
years ago" (Hunter)
Will we have to wait
so long
for the state,
the patriarchy
to dissolve
like rocks?
Karst!
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Fortunately there are anti
- depressants
"When I feel politically depressed
I think of places like the
Gurzelen stadium" (Sadie)
Resources at hand
Gardens
Abandoned greenhouses

The experience as intimate and radical
as finding oneself
facing the shelves of a bookshop
leafing through the pages
Gathering titles
- in an infinite poem

And I too find myself there
trying to put together
an impossible
community

The words gathered like a thread
which I might be told I have not well
rewired

(III)

I remember an old poster
it used to hang in Panto’s kitchen
in Moutier
every morning it would catch my eye
Did you manage your artistic duty today?

And I could venture a comparison
today

(self-criticism: this is the moment of revolutionary roman-
ticism)

Artists as many autonomous federations
with their own politics
through body
through embodiment
through incorporation
and the politicisation
of appearances

A communal exhibition
as the image of the International
in reduced groups
to their most radical expression:
individual associations
that sculpt
model
write
laser-cut
propaganda
by the fact

But subject to the market
forces
like everyone else

No class apart
artists
the little myth of the marginal

we liked the figure, it is comforting
the marginalised
the little artists in their attics
creating and living only by their belief
forever in love with their torments
the emaciated body
living for passion alone
and genius
obviously
the genius
shall we talk about it?
We like to tell ourselves
that little story
as we like to tell ourselves
that naughty little anarchist
who paints the walls
and spreads chaos
with their black hoodie
(in a gallery it would become art)

But no
all
subjected to
the market forces
like everyone else
hangovers same old pyjamas same Sunday’s coop pronto 
migros express and stuff same Saturday morning mar-
kets same kids prams health insurance bills debts get the 
grant the mandate the exhibition the tip get hired sell raise 
a smile find your character impose your style look for a 
studio avoid competition don't suffer from little jealousies 
swear when deadline has passed make yourself visible 
hope to be noticed get an extension on your salary invest 
in equipment see future jealousies swear when deadline 
has passed make yourself visible hope to be noticed get 
an extension an advance on your salary invest in equip-
ment think bigger show yourself internationally get a per-
centage in a school go and scrape together the biennial 
become your own little company thanks to cultural policy 
find your speech your narrative your history grow thanks 
our inability to impose a new one

our polished biographies
like certificates for the best employees

Artists of all countries
unite
go on strike
of production
(a general strike would be a pain in the ass
for artistic productions)

(but maybe we would be the first to break the picket line
...)

And in the meantime
"Someone is getting rich”
as would Claire Fontaine say
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1. Augustin Rebetez 
Manifeste, 2016

2. Jeanne Jacob
Friends, 2022
Paper, curtain

3. Hunter Longe
Sourcière, 2022
Divining rods, projector, video loop

4. Dorota Gawęda and Eglé Kulbokaité
For When I Look At You For A Moment, Then It Is No 
Longer Possible For Me To Speak; My Tongue Has 
Snapped, At Once A Subtle Fire Has Stolen Beneath My 
Flesh, I See Nothing With My Eyes, My Ears Hum, Sweat 
Pours From Me, A Trembling Seizes Me All Over, I Am 
Greener Than Grass, And It Seems To Me That I Am A 
Little Short Of Dying. (I), 2019. 
Spruce wood, polished steel, deformed lab glass 
181 x 80 x 30 cm

5. Claire Fontaine     
Untitled (Someone is getting rich), 2012 
Tecnolux No.9 Super Turquoise, 10mm glass, back 
painted, wall, window or ceiling mounted
15 x 223 x 4 cm, 2/5 + 2AP
Courtesy Claire Fontaine and Galerie Neu, Berlin

6. Hunter Longe
Dissolution of the State II, 2022
Sediments from la Suze and la Fiolle, lime, plaster, sand, 
magnetite, pigments

7. Laurent Güdel
Action directe, discours indirect, 2018
Film, 1h03

8. Dorota Gawęda and Eglé Kulbokaité
Enclosure II, 2019
LED, 34 x 9,6 x 1,5 cm
Courtesy the artists
Text: The woman-as-witch was persecuted as the 
embodiment of the “wild side” of nature, of all that in 
nature seemed disorderly, uncontrollable, and thus 
antagonistic to the project undertaken by the new sci-
ence.
   
9. Jan van Oordt
Free Associations, 2022
Earth, plants, plastic, wire -140 x 200 cm

10. Hunter Longe
Reflet sur la Fiolle, tributaire de la Suze, 2022
Projector, video loop

11. Hunter Longe
Dissolution de l'État sous la force de l'eau, 2022
Sediments from la Suze and la Fiolle, lime, plaster, sand, 
magnetite, projector, video loop

12. Dorota Gawęda and Eglé Kulbokaité
Kratt (I-III), 2021
Recycled leather, hay, chromed steel fixtures - Dimen-
sions variable
    
13. Sadie Plant
Compilation 18, 2022
Various sized books

14. Laurent Güdel
Moutier. Jura. 2x, 2022
Stereo, vinyl with side A 20 min, side B 20 min.

15. Lou Masduraud
Petrifying basin (kisses with the nymphs), 2022
carrara marble, pink marble, travertine, rocks, calcium 
carbonate, rhinestones, glazed ceramic, pearls, nylon 
thread, alcohol, shells, silicone, painted aluminium, 
painted wood, water - 160 x 120 x 15 cm 

16. Hunter Longe
Dissolution of the State VII, 2022
Sediments from la Suze and la Fiolle, lime, plaster, sand, 
magnetite, pigments

17. Hunter Longe
Dissolution of the State VI, 2022
Sediments from la Suze and la Fiolle, lime, plaster, sand, 
magnetite, Jura ammonite fossil fragment

18. Hunter Longe
Dissolution of the State III, 2022
Sediments from la Suze and la Fiolle, lime, plaster, sand, 
magnetite, pigments

19. Hunter Longe 
Dissolution of the State V, 2022
Sediments from la Suze and la Fiolle, lime, plaster, sand, 
magnetite

20. Hunter Longe 
Foundation, 2022
Jura Ammonite fossil fragment

21. Hunter Longe 
Dissolution of the State IV, 2022
Sediments from la Suze and la Fiolle, lime, plaster, sand, 
magnetite, pigments



Claire Fontaine is a feminist and conceptual collective 
artist, founded in 2004 in Paris by Fulvia Carnevale and 
James Thornhill. In reference to the French stationery 
brand, Claire Fontaine declared herself a “readymade 
artist”, working in neon, video, sculpture, painting and 
text. Her practice can be described as an ongoing 
interrogation of the political impotence and the notion 
of authorship, experimenting with collective protocols of 
production and the production of devices for the shar-
ing of intellectual and private property. Claire Fontaine 
lives and works in Palermo since 2018. 

Dorota Gawęda (1986, Poland) and Eglé Kulbokaité 
(1987, Lithuania) form a multidisciplinary artist duo. 
Working  with performance, sculpture, photography, 
painting and video, they address the complex rela-
tionships between nature , labour, technology and 
myth and their role in the manufacturing of identities. 
Working together since 2013, Dorota Gawęda and Eglė 
Kulbokaitė’s multi-faceted practice navigates between 
performance, fragrance, installation, sculpture, video 
and painting, all of which are rooted in feminist theory 
and fiction. The artist duo lives and works in Basel. 

Laurent Güdel (1984) is a sound artist and experimental 
electronic musician based in Biel/Bienne. Critical listen-
ing, archaeology of audio technologies and the politics 
of sound are at the core of his research-based practice. 
He often transposes archival documents, recordings, 
interviews, readings, amplifications and electronic 
syntheses into installations, just like in Action directe, 
discours indirect (2018), a film based on archives of 
Christiane Wist in 1983 – a homage to the anarchist and 
trade unionist activists in struggle at the interwar period 
in Geneva. 

Jeanne Jacob (1994, Neuchâtel)’s artistic practice takes 
essence from painting and drawing but also draws from 
performance and text. The work stems from queer-fem-
inist readings and contemporary sociology Her work 
is strongly influenced by her political engagement in 
social struggles as well as her everyday-life as part of a 
community. Jeanne Jacob currently lives and works in 
Biel/Bienne.

Hunter Longe (1985, California) works in a range of 
mediums on pieces inspired by the properties and 
transformations of the materials they employ. By appro-
priating stories and apparatuses from the sciences 
and conflating them with the esoteric and folkloric, his 
works undo distinctions between the living and the 
non-living and allude to an underlying sentience that 
exceeds the human realm. He currently lives and works 
in Geneva.

Lou Masduraud (1990, Montpellier) combines sculp-
tures and installations in her own formal vocabulary, 
both grotesque and poetic. She creates phantasmago-
rical worlds which become alternatives to hegemonic 
realities, depicting the transfiguration of the everyday 
into forms of emancipation. She is currently based in 
Geneva.

Sadie Plant (Birmingham) is a philosopher, cultural 
theorist and author based in Biel/Bienne. She holds a 
doctorate in Philosophy from the University of Manches-
ter and is the author of three books, "The Most Radical 
Gesture", "Zeros and Ones", and "Writing on Drugs". She 
has taught cultural studies and philosophy at various 
universities in the UK and more recently at the HKB in 
Bern and ZHdK in Zurich (Universities of Fine Arts). 

Augustin Rebetez (1986) lives and works in Mervelier in 
Jura. His practice is polymorphic, mixing symbols, col-
lages, photographs, paintings, videos, as well as sounds 
and theatre pieces. His sculptural, spatial and perform-
ative constructions derive from various objects and 
situations that surround him,creating mystical, fantastic, 
punk or poetic environments. Besides, he co-created 
the music label and publishing house Label Rapace in 
2021, and is part of the music bands Gängstgäng and 
CHRUCH. 

Jan van Oordt (1980) lives and works in Basel and 
St-Imier. His practice is characterised by working 
concepts such as coexistence, storytelling and situated 
knowledge, but also edges, sounds or interdependence. 
In 2018, he founded La Dépendance, an artist residency 
in St-Imier. The project started in an inhabited house 
by ten friends who collectively redesigned the property 
in order to live together within the rural outskirts of the 
village.   

Antoine Rubin (1990 in Saint-Imier, lives in Bieé/Bienne) 
writes texts, books or performances, and participates 
in exhibitions. He is trained in anthropology and uses its 
methods to collect material, and to reconstruct it in dif-
ferent forms, especially through narratives. His writing 
favours ethnographic methods combined with poetic 
forms.

In collaboration with La Dépendance, St-Imier (CH).

Vernissage
Fr, 2.9.2022, 18:00
19:30 Choeur de Biu
21:00 Dj Mandine

VIDEO PROGRAMME
Proposé par Nicolas Raufaste
23.9. - 8.10.2022
Magali Dougoud, Ariane Loze, Erika Nieva da Cunha, Joe 
la Noïze, Florence Jung

Vernissage
Fr, 23.9.22, 18:00


